habit of thinking which, at first sight, may seem to him to be absurd and irrational. In this matter of folk cures, for example-and the same remark applies also to pre-modern orthodox medicine to a large extentthe therapeutic reputation of an article or substance by no means necessarily depends upon its physical or chemical properties. Nay, more than that-the therapeutic reputation does not even necessarily depend upon the therapeutic effect. For the curative principle in primitive medicine is, as a rule, something which transcends the sensible and material, and has a sublime indifference to mere results-Virtue, therefore, may cling about the most humdrum and prosaic things and places; whose exterior semblance may so belie their souls' immensity, that the water of a healing well may differ in no outward and visible quality from that of an ordinary cattle-trough. At the same time, while these remarks are perfectly true,t they do not convey the whole truth, for a healing, reputation may be attached to a well, and very often is attached to it, by reason of the very fact that its water doesmanifest some out-of-the-way extraordinary feature, if that feature is. of such a kind as to evoke astonishment in' the general mind of natural man. A most prolific mother of cures is Wonder! For, just as themandrake, by reason of its fantastic shape-that "insane root that takes the reason prisoner " in a double sense-inflamed the imagination of our medical forebears more than did the other homelier herbs of the field, so, if the water of a well happens to be warm or unusually cold; if it bubbles or froths; if it is foul-smelling or purgative-then, in that. peculiar characteristic, whatever it may be, there exists a special; incentive to a belief in that water as a remedy for disease. In most. cases this therapeutic reputation is gener;al and applies to practically all diseases. In some instances, however, as we shall see, it is limited to certain diseases or to certain classes of patient; but when this is the case, the reasons for the limitation or selection have nothing whatever to do with the actual effect of the water upon disease, but are traceable to certain curious influences deep-rooted in the mental processes of early man. Here, as elsewhere in primitive medicine, the remedy does not. come to fit the ailment-or to be dropped-until the chains of custom have been eaten away by the slow and uncertain action of secularexperience, or, as is strikingly shown by the history of herbalism, until the application of scientific criticism reduces those chains to rust in the rapid course of one or two generations. In folk cures, however, just as in the therapeutics of early medicine, here and there we come across instances in which sound common sense and reason have played some. part in guiding the wayward ideas of our predecessors. But those instances, however significant and important they may be from the germ they contain, are few in number and circumscribed in distribution. Lastly, with a natural and on the whole a quite justifiable disdain for consistency and for logic, our predecessors, both in the profession and out of it, had no difficulty whatever in reconciling in practice the two eternal opposites, rationalism and mysticism, and so we find water cures which are mystical; water cures which are more or less rational; and water cures which are mixed in-their nature. I do not, however, intend to follow this classification in the present paper, as it presents certain inconveniences which might lead to confusion. Instead I propose to consider the subject under the following headings: First, the magical group of water cures; secondly, the religious group; and thirdly, the physical group. It is in the last that the small series of rational cures will be found.
THE MAGICAL GROUP OF WATER CURES.
The simplest and probably most primitive form of water curing is pure homoeopathic magic. That is to say, the water is applied in order sympathetically to cleanse or purify the patient of his disease, the malady being wiped off him just as we wipe mud off our fingers. Magical laving is, as might be expected, most commonly used for skin and eye diseases. Of the former, ancient literature supplies several examples. We all have read the story of Naaman the Syrian whom Elisha bade wash in the River Jordan to cure him of his leprosy. I am aware that Hebra called Naaman's disease scabies, and that he summoned to the aid of his interpretation of the story the asphaltic or bituminous character of the river water. But we shall later on refer to other waters, quite devoid of any special chemical property, in which, also, leprosy was cured, so that if Naaman's disease was actually scabies, and if the River Jordan is bituminous, then Naaman was lucky, and so was Elisha.
Coming down to modern times we find that of the 129 hefaling wells in Britain described by R. C. Hope, the Quiller Couches, and others, sixteen are resorted to for skin disease, and, as you know, many of the patients who repair to Lourdes, and Holywell in Flintshire, are dermatological. The following are selected from British wells: St. Euny's well in Cornwall was believed " to have the property of drying humours and healing wounds and sores of various descriptions. But it is only at-particular seasons that the tide of its virtues c'an be caught. The last day of the year is generally supposed to be more fortunate than any other, and at this time many resort thither to catch the holy impregnation." St. Cuthbert's well in the same county is set " in a dark cavern of the sea-cliff rocks, beneath full sea-mark on spring tides. The virtues of the water are, if taken inwardly, a notable vomit, or as a purgent. If applied outwardly, it presently strikes in or dries up all itch, scurf, dandruff and such-like distempers in men or women."
There are many reputed leper wells in Britain. At Middleton in Derbyshire, the Romans, we are told, were acquainted with a mineral -well and here they built a bath. In the Middle Ages the tradition was still maintained and over the spring the Church erected a well chapel, dedicating it to St. Martin. And the story given out was that a Crusader, named Martin, afflicted with leprosy, having washed away his disease at this well, erected a chapel over it as a sign of his gratitude. In addition to skins, eye diseases are cured at wells. Here again we shall find the origin of the treatment in homceopathic magic. In sympathy with the crystalline waters of the spring, dim sight would be made clear, and the bleary eye transparent, while inflammations could be washed away just as skin disorders were.
There is another group of magical water cures which we may conveniently insert at this place, although, as a matter of fact, it depends upon an idea somewhat different from, though in principle closely related to, and even fundamentally identical with, that we have just been considering. In this group, diseases of all kinds are definitely transferred or transported to the water, and, as may be imagined, a running stream is of special v'alue for the purpose, since it can carry the disease away beyond recall, like an autumn leaf on its surface. In certain'parts of Britain thrush is transferred from a baby by passing through its mouth three rushes from a running stream, and then throwing them with their burden of disease into the water. You remember also in this connexion that Pepys alludes to the treatment of sciatica in Exmoor with the doggerel, rhyme, recited by the patient at a river: "Bone-shave right, Bone-shave straight, As water runs by the stave So follow bone-shave."
Folk-lore records are rich in transference cures to all kinds of objects-trees, bushes, rocks, and so on-indeed, they form a special class of folk cures, and so transference to' water is only one of a larg'e, group of'no special interest to us at the moment, as it happens.
In turning to' discuss the RELIGIOUS GROUP OF WATER CURES we come to the largest and most interesting division of our subject. It is necessary, first of all, to make clear what is understood by theepithet "religious" in folk-lore. The authorities on the subjectseparate what may be called for the moment " superstitious" beliefs and customs into two classes, the magical and the religious. In the' latter there is presupposed' the presence in a natural object of some personality, some living being, more or less anthropomorphic in' Nature. Thus if disease is cured at a well by virtue of the spirit'. immanent in the water, that we term a religious water cure, and, the well a holy well. Indeed, well curing is only a phase of wellworship.' 'It must be remembered, however, that although the spirit" may'be moved to effect his cure either by supplication or by imprecation-he also can be compelled to exercise his gifts by the operation of magic, which, as Frazer has shown, is to the primitive mind of the-sam'e class of phenomena as the so'-called laws of Nature are to the' scientist. 'Everywhere in the world the natural water in springs, wells, brooks,, rivers, lakes, and in the -sea, has been regarded as the outward and. visible' form and manifestation of indwelling spirits manifold in number,!, in name, and in character.' AOnd it is -an interesting fact, as I hope, to show later on, that these spirits and their waters have in the mind: of the folk been intimately associated with the origin of life. Thereligious cults of holy rivers like the Nile, the Ganges, the Jordan, and the' Tiber, are well known and require no specia-l description. They stand in series with the river-gods of ancient Greece, one of whose images is in the Elgin marbles. To this day, devotees bathingin the Ganges are purified not only of 'sin, but also of disease, the offspring of sin. Wells, also, with their mysterious ebb and flow,'their inexplicable appearance and disappearance, were under the control, ofmutable spirits who could both foretell the future and cure the diseases. of those who flocked to them. There is, probably, no country in the world without its holy wells, all of them of immeasurable antiquity, reac'hing back as they do to epochs antecedent to the'founding of the great 'world-religions. Everyone has read Burton's description of Zem-zem, for example, the holy well of the mosque of the Prophet at Mecca, which is used both for ablution and for drinking, albeit that it is, or perhaps we ought rather to say because it is, "apt to cause diarrhoea and boils," and is "of a salt-bitter taste like Epsom salts." " It brightens the vision," like our ophthalmic wells nearer home, and, " it facilitates the pronunciation of Arabic to the student "-wherein it is unique. There can be no doubt that the vogue of this well antedated the Mohammedan religion, and that it was a holy well to the early inhabitants of Mecca, long before the birth of the Prophet, just as the St. Martin's well was esteemed sacred to the. inhabitants of Britain before the arrival of Christianity.
The holy well of the Asklepian Temple seems to have been an invariable feature of the medical religion of Greece. Here it is believed the devotees bathed, mystically purifying themselves before they approached the deity. Caton says that at Epidauros "a deep well exists in the eastern Abaton. A stone dropped struck the water in a fraction over three seconds, as I found after repeated trials. The well is therefore 144 ft. deep. Possibly the water used in the ritual was derived hence, but perhaps the place of purification has yet to be found."
Inasmuch as the hygienic treatment at these temples involved hydropathic handling of a more scientific character, we may reasonably claim the Asklepian ritual as an example of the combination of mystical and rational treatment by water to which we referred in our introductory remarks. The Aesculapian well of the temple on the Island of San Bartolomeo at Rome is still in existence and is still resorted to by the Romans for the cure of disease. It occupies a prominent position in the middle of the altar steps of the existing church of San Bartolomeo. The font or curb of the well is a cylindrical structure of white marble bearing upon its facets rude effigies of certain of the saints. This structure dates from the twelfth century A.D. The church itself was, for the most part, built in the seventeenth century, although some of the columns in the interior are ancient. The open top of the font is guarded by an iron grating through which the rope is passed to draw the water, a procedure which, in the course of the centuries, has cut deep grooves in the inner lip of the parapet. The well is said to be 120 ft. deep, and it is still resorted.to by the Romans for the cure of disease, as is shown by the presence in the church of-votive offerings of arms, legs, &c. Its efficacy, unlike that of many of our British wells, is reputed to apply to adults no less than to children. The church-is served by the Order of the Fate Bene Fratelli, and the monks, since temote ages, have been' famed exponents in the art of pulling teeth. One of the brothers, recently deceased, made enough money by his 'dentistry to found an institute for the treatment of tuberculosis in boys. 'Thus the monks of San Bartolomeo are the spiritual descendants of the priest-physicians of Aesculapius, and, ina sense, the island of the 'Tiber may be regarded as one. of the holy places of medicine.
There was another' healing well in ancient Rome, the Lacus Juturnae in the, Forum, but, although a statue of Aesculapius with an acolyte bearing the'sacred cock was found in one of the chambers in the building around the water-basin, the association of the Greek god with this particular well was probablyan after-thought, originating in ,the open-hearted welcome which the Romans gave to all foreign deities. For the spirit of the well was the Latin nymph, Juturna, and that her reputation was pre-Aesculapian, and based upon folk-lore, is evident in the fact that the quadrangular stone water-basin contained a large collection of pins, coins, &c. It was the holy well of the primeval Roman village, reaching back like Zem-zem and St. Martin's well to ages antecedent to'the arrival from Greece of the god of healing.
The Bible, also, has preserved for us an example of an ancient healing well in the 'account of 'the Pool of Bethesda, which, as it directly refers to the spirit of .the water, I shall quote in full.-"Now there is at Jerusalem by the sheep market a pool which is called in the Hebrew tongue Bethesda, having five porches. In these lay a multitude of impOtent folk, of blind, halt, withered, waiting for the moving of the water.
For an angel wenti down at a certain season into the pool, and troubled the water; whosoever then first after the troubling of the water stepped in was made whole of whatsoever disease he had." Sir F. Treves says:-" The pool of to-day is far down in the earth at the bottom of a pit delved out of a deposit of vague ruins. At the summit of the excavation, in place of a sheep-market, is a modern laundry with a corrugated iron roof, and around it a quite extraordinary number of stockings hanging out to dry. A stone stair, very steep and narrow, leads down the side of the pit and finally ends before a small cistern or reservoir, cut otit of the rock -and arched over by ancient vaulting. In the cistern, wbich could not accommodate a larger multitude than five or six, is water which would probably be condemned by any medical officer of health. This is the pool of Bethesda."
The Bible narrative shows several striking similarities to the beliefs which cluster around well worship and well cures in our own and other countries. Eye disqases were cured at the Pool of Bethesda; paralysis also, and for a peculiar reason which we shall examine in a moment. Finally, the tide of its virtues, like that of St. Euny's well, could only be caught at certain seasons. And obviously the " angel " which troubled the Pool of the Five Porches was none other than the autochthonous well-god, transformed by a later religion into a messenger of Jahveh, just as our native British well-gods assumed the style and standing of Christian saints after the arrival of the new religion. And the effect of his troubling the water refers to the belief, exemplified also in several modern British wells-e.g., St. Madron's well in Cornwall-that the water is most efficacious just after a freshet has flushed the feedipg springs, a change denoted by the active welling or bubbling up of the water. The spirit is then most active.
WATER AND THE GENESIS OF LIFE.
We have just seen that among the crowd gathered about the Poot of Bethesda there lay a multitude of impotent folk, halt and withered-in other words, paralytics. We now proceed to explain why it was that holy wells were of particular virtue in such cases.
Some years ago, in reading over the story of the cures practised at wells, I was struck again and again by the curious and unaccountable frequency with which children's diseases were treated at wells, and, before discarding the fact as being a pure irrational superstitiona highly irrational thing to do-I set to and made an extended investigation into the whole question, with the result that I found the reason in a curious interesting and quite connected group of beliefs. I will run over the subject quickly.
It soon became evident that the cure of children at wells could not be explained by any of the ordinary magical principles. Further, a wide excursion into the arid fields of religious ceremony showed that the well-curing of children had no connexion whatever with infant baptism, for that is nothing more nor less than the first bath of thenew-born baby elevated to the dignity of a religious rite of purification or lustration. Consequently, I fell back upon the assumption that in the eyes of our forefathers children were in some mysterious fashion associated with the spirits of water. Following up the train of investigation to which this theory ledrme, I soon found that I had hit, upon the truth. For there are stories, myths, beliefs, and ceremonies in great number and variety which bear upon the point and which, taken together, unite to form the opinion that in the mind of primitive man life came from water. Finally, I came to the conclusion that the whole of this great outcrop of folk-lore had its basis partly in the physiological fact that the intra-uterine life of the foetus is passed in the liquor amnii.
It may be of some interest to you to mention a few of the ideas which grew out of this primal notion, especially as they have some bearing upon folk medicine and medical history. Of Poseidon, the Earth-shaker, were begotten not only Aphrodite, the lustrous daughter of the foam, but also the whole of the divine hierarchy of Greece, for in the "Iliad " he is called 0E0.veyeve'aOev (A. Wiinsche). In ancient Mexico, children were sacrificed to the God of Rain. In the folk-tales of Germany. the babies come into the world from rivers, marshes, ponds and wells. In some parts of the world barrenness in women is cured by bathing in certain holy wells, the water of which fertilized them. In ancient Greece, for example, the River Elatus in Arcadia and the Thespian well at Helicon enjoyed this reputation, and so did a well at Pyna in the vicinity of the Temple of Aphrodite. The Roman women used to visit a well near Pompeii for the same purpose, and we also hear of the practice in countries as widely separate as China, India and Algeria. In and around Jerusalem at the present day, according to Robertson Smith, there are a number of hot springs which are visited by childless couples, not for their medical properties, but because the djinn who produces the clouds of vapour is capable " in a definite and physical sense" of giving them offspring. In England also, there used to be a number of wells which were believed to cure sterility. Child's Well in Oxford, we are told, " by the holiness of the chapleyns serving there had virtue to make women that were barren to bring forth children."
Another offshoot of the same root-idea is to be seen in the ancient miiyth of the Water of Life. Without going fully into the ramifications and variations of this old-world story, I may remind you of the springs which had the miraculous power of restoring to the aged their long-lost youth. Poets have sung and painters have limned these wonderful waters, as well they might! I have here a photograph reproduction of Lukas Cranach's picture of the " Well of Youth " in the K6nigliches Museum at Berlin, in which are depicted large numbers of frail old women in wagons, in wheelbarrows, apd the less weakly on foot, coming to bathe in one of these springs of Eternal Youth. At one side of the -pond they are delicately and timorously stepping down into the water, at the other side they briskly emerge-young, fresh, and engaging once more, and fully qualified to participate in the youthful delights that await them on the banks of this wonderful spring.
The whole collection of myths and customs inevitably leads to the conclusion that, in the ideas of early man, the well-spirit was in some way a creator of life. Here then we have the explanation not only of the belief that wells cured the diseases of children, but also that they cured paralysis, fr that condition was, of course, regarded of old as a form of local death. RAG WELLS AND THE-VOTIVE OFFERING. The point I am now about to discuss is that of the very common item in the healing ritual which consists in the hanging up-of a raa or a small piece of the patient's clothing, generally on a tree or a bush near to the holy well-at some places so carefully observed is this part of the ceremony that the bushes around are constantly covered with a foliage of fluttering rags. What I believe to be a variant of the custom is the throwing of a bent pin into the water; or a coin is dropped in, as at the Fontana dei Trevi at Rome. That these customs are related to what we generally term the *" votive offering" seems at first sight to be so obvious as to require no special emphasizing. But on closer inspection some doubts will arise. The chief difficulty lies in the fact that the votive offering, as we know it, us4ally assu'mes a form which s)bows that it is the fulfilment of a vow or thel outcome of gratitude for benefit received. In the case of rags and pins, however, it is hard to believe tihat any deity would pleasingly accept presents of that kind. Evidently then we have here to do with some motive other than of gratitude. What that motive may be is, in my opinion, revealed to us by magical law.
In the variety of magical thought to which the term " telepathic magic" applies, the adept supposes that a permanent mystic link unites separated objects that have at some time or another been in contact with each other. To this class belong those beliefs which take the part as equal to the whole, the hair or-nails as identical with the person from whom they. were taken, the instrument for the wound which is inflicted, the footsteps for the man who made them, and so on. Apply this idea to the rag custom at wels, and iv the wisp of fluttering cloth will be seen the medium of communication between the power of the well and the patient who left it there. As long as the rag hangs on the branch beside the well, so long does the patient actually and physically remain under the powerful curative influence of the water-spirit. As long as the pin lies in the water so long does the person who threw it in receive the benefit of bathing continually in its healing waters.
Turning now to the votive offerings usually met with, we find that these consist of an endless variety of objects, very hard to classify perhaps, but divisible nevertheless roughly into two groups, one of genuine offerings or tokens of gratitude and the other xwhere the grateful motive is less easy to discern. In this-lager group I refer particularly to images of diseased parts of the body-eyes, ears, limbs, goitres, and so on. These form, I suggest, like the rag or the pin at a wgll, a bond which serves to. keep the .patien.t and his diseased part eternally en rapport with the mystic emanation, the healing aura of the holy place. Thus the custom is, so to say, the obverse of charm or amulet wearing. In the one case the patient leaves his image or one of his belongings with the deity; in the other, the image of the deity or some other object suggesting the deity is worn by the patient. But the underlying belief in both cases is precisely the same. That the attachment of clothing was not limited to wells is evident from Pausanias, who mentions a statue of Hygeia at Titane which was " almost hidden under tresses of women's hair and strips of Babylonish raiment." And that the practice of leaving behind the image of the visitor at a shrine is not limited to medical deities is shown by the fact that in at least one of the temples in ancient Egypt the devotee when he left for home used to deposit his own image in the temple in perpetual adoration. And, as we have already seen, in Rome the coin in the Fontana dei Trevi unites the pilgrim eternally with the Holy City. Thus we imay regard these objects as the earliest type of the so-called " votive-offering," and the group in which payment or gratitude dictates the offering as perhaps a later development coming into prominence as the belief in magic began to wane, a change which would certainly not be resisted by the priestly guardians of these holy places.
PHYSICAL WATER CURES.
From an early period in history recourse was had to wa%ter treatment of a more or less rational kind, arising as a result of the experience of the natural effect of immersion or bathing the patient in water, cold or"hot.. In this,group, .as has. already been 'remarked, is to be found the embryo which later on develops into. the hydrotherapy of.-modern medicine. Thus the cures in this group may'be split, up into'(a)' the physical treatment with an animistic purpose, and (b) the purely rational.
SHOCK TREATMENT BY WATER.
Everybody is acquainted with the shock treatment of disease by'the savage medicine .man, and with its rationale-how, when disease is ascribed to a demon, the expulsion of the intruder is engineered by measures adopted--with the object of rendering his domicile as uncomfortable as .art and malice can contrive. He is starved out,.beaten out, or frightened out, and one of the instances of the last variety of maltreatment is the cold water plunge. The most interesting example of that cure is the immersion treatment of the wilder forms of insanity, a practice which has prevailed.all over the world. (Perhaps I may say in passing that demoniac diseases as a class are acute conditions with delirium; diseases caused by magic are usually chronic.) In Sumatra lunatics are plunged into water and kept there as long as possible; next they are fumigated with burning feathers until they begin to cough; and finally, the demon's hold is broken by letting off a gun close to the patient's ear. In Cornwall the demon of. mania was exorcized as follows: The frantic person was. placed on the wall of a well with his. back to the water. He was' then by a violent blow on the chest suddenly knocked backwards' into the well, where he was "tumbled about in an unmerciful manner until fatigue had subdued the rage which unmerited violence had occasioned. Reduced by ill-usage to a degree of wea.kness which ignorance mistook for returning sanity, the patient.was conveyed to church and. masses were sung over him."
The immersion treatmehat of insanity does not' seem to have been, practised by the regular physicians of Greece and Rome. At all events* I can find no mention of it in the writings to which I have access, but: that it was practised by the laity of those times is probable, for Pausanias mentions a spring in Greece at which insanity was cured. By the doctors of the Middle Ages, however, both early and late, even when the humoral pathology was prevalent, this old antidemoniac method was employed. As recently as the times of Boerhaave (A.D. 1668-1738) the chief remedy for mania was to throw the patient into the sea and) to keep him under water until he was nearly drowned.. And in England; Section of the listory of Medicine about the same time John'Wesley, that inveterate collector of 'dom6stic renmedies, directs us to " Set the insane patient under'a great waterfall as long as his strength will allow, or " (presumably when waterfalls were not easy to procure) " pour water on Jis head out of a tea-kettle." THEE WATER TREATMENT OF HYDROPHOBIA comes into the class we are now dealing with. In the pathology of the world-folk and of our medical forefathers two different ideas concerning the nature of rabies are apparent. On the one hand there is the impression that in consequence of a dog-bite the soul of the patient is replaced by the spirit of a dog; a similar folk-belief is made use of by Kipling in one of his Indian stories. It is evidently to a variant of this belief that Paulus Aegineta is referring when he records that some people said that these patients dread the water because they saw in it the image of the dog that had bitten them. The other impression, which does not exclude the first, was that the demon of rabies has a horror of water. For this reason, Celsus and other Roman physicians plunged the hydrophobic into cold water, a practice which remained in vogue until qui-te recently.-RATIONAL HYDROTHERAPY. The time at my disposal is too brief to permit of any more than' a glance at 'this in many ways the most important branch of the 'subject.r But my regret is modified by the knowledge that this branch of medical history has already received ample treatment. I shall confine mpyself, therefore, to -giving a few examples of 'more or less sensible hydrotherapy among mature races. Among many uncivilized peoples the physical action "of bathing is employed for diseases -other than insanity and hydrophobia, and with more or less reliance upon actual physiological effects. The cold-bath treatment of pyrexia, for example, is practised by the Moquis Indians of California-often with fatal effect, the reporter caustically remarks. Hot bath, hot air, and' other sweating cures are also quite common, all sorts of devices having been invented to induce pe'rspiration. The Klamath Indians have a national dance which they keep up for five days, with the object, it is said, of curing disease.
The natives of Victoria, Australia, lay their patient over a hole dug in the ground in which a fire covered with wet leaves has been placed. Among the Indians of Guatemala vapour baths are frequently employed and behind their dwelling-houses small her sphermial-ovens are erecte'd for their provision. In like manner, according to Bancroft, vapour baths are popular among the Pueblos of New Mexico. Vapour baths are not infrequently resorted to in some countries to bring difficult labour to a speedy end. This is particularly the case in Russia, where every village possesses its "bath-hut," in which all the births take place, the woman going to the bath-hut as soon as her labour begins.-This curious custom is believed to have its origin in the desire to avoid the contaminating of the dwelling-house by a taboo act, just as we know parturition was forbidden in the Asklepian temples. The same custom is alluded to in the Kalevala of Finland.
From beginnings such as these we may trace the development of the bath treatment in the Asklepian temples, and finally, of the great public bathing institutions of ancient Rome, and in the same way it is possible to see in the well cures of our villages the first foreshadowing of the extensive and trusted spa treatment of civilization and rational medicine at mineral and thermal springs. BIBLIOGRAPHY.
DISCUSSION.
Dr. GALLOWAY said that he was interested in hearing Dr. McKenzie's remarks respecting the healing wells of this country. He wished especially to emphasize the fact that the healing influence supposed to dwell in these waters, often personified as a local deity, retained traces of very early origin down to comparatively late times. Whether a Celtic race, or a race of Romanized or Teutonized Britons held the land, the ancient deity presiding over the spring could be distinguished in the various guises he assumed as the centuries passed on. Dr. Henry Barnes, at the last meeting of the Section, had drawn some attention to the healing wells which were in use in the great Roman settlement stretching from the Solway to the Tyne, sheltered by the wall. In several of the Roman stations along this line of settlement these wells existed. Within recent years there had been discovered during the excavations at Corstopitum a mould, giving the cast of a figure which may have been used as an ornament applied to decorative objects, or for the production of a tablet commemorating a local rustic deity. This mould was obviously used during the Roman period, but it showed little evidence that Graeco-Roman artistic influences had affected the Romanized Britons of Corstopitum. It represents the figure of a bearded man, having a thick club in his right hand, resting on the ground, formed evidently of the twisted and gnarled branch of a tree. On the left arm was an oblong buckler with certain curious ornamentations-on the head a conical cap which probably had supported a plume. The clothing consisted of a tunic-like garment, fastened round the waist by a belt-the lower part, evidently formed of the skin of some animal, depended to the knees, suggesting the appearance of the kilt as worn in modern times. This human form, in its simplicity and rusticity of outline, must have represented ideas long preceding the Roman occupation and evidently still influencilg the Romanized Britons who made it. A little farther west along the wall existed perhaps the most famous well of all, at Procolitia. The knowledge of this well remained as a tradition and actually had been described by Horsley nearly two hundred years ago. When excavated by the late Mr. John Clayton in 1875, it was found to contain perhaps one of the largest concealed hoards of Roman objects that had been discovered in this country. Thousands of coins of the Roman period, vaseq, pearls, " hand-altars," fibulm, old shoes, were exposed to view, and many ofthese may have been votive offerings given by those who had benefited at the well. The goddess who presided and whose figure remains on certain of the votive tables was' "Coventina." In this name there must be shrouded some much more ancient Celtic designation which had become thus Romanized. Procolitia was garrisoned by the first cohort of the Batavians, and theirneighbours in the next station westward were the first cohort of the Tungrians, so that it is not to be wondered at that on one of the votive altars discovered the inscription reads, " To the Goddess Coventina; Aurelius Grotus a German "; and again another inscription which may be thus interpreted is to " To the Goddess Coventina, Titus Domitius Cosconianus, prefect of the first cohort of Batavians." Such wells and many others scattered through the country retain memories of mythical powers dating long before the Roman occupation, and continuing to exercise their influence through the Roman period down into much later times. Dr. Galloway hoped that Dr. McKenzie on some future occasion might take up this aspect of the subject, which he had thus suggested and give us the results of his observations. Dr. F. PARKES WEBER said that in regard to the Roman coins which had *been thrown into " healing wells " there could be no doubt that' they represented votive or thank offerings. He had heard that the proportion of the plated pieces (forgeries of the period) to the genuine silver pieces in such "finds" was unusually high. In regard to bathing and cures at thermal springs in past times, it should not be forgotten that the time of immersion was very long, just as it still is in the (" prolonged") thermal baths at Leukerbad (Lobche-les-Bains) in Switzerland. Such baths produced maceration of the epidermis and violent cutaneous reaction, having a great effect in chronic psoriasis, &c.; and possibly in cases of scabies the acarus parasites were actually drowned by such methods.
Art and Epigram regarding Science and Medicine in relation to Death.
By F. PARKES WEBER, M.D. NEC SILET MORS" was the motto of the Pathological Society of London on its foundation in 1846-a motto which might fitly be applied to much recent scientific work carried out in connexion with Egyptian mummies, &c. Death, however much grief it causes, will often, if properly questioned, teach us something about the cause, course, and prevention of a disease, which may be helpful for the preservation of human life and health. The Cheselden and Bristowe prize medals of St. Thomas's Hospital, London, bear to some extent on this aspect of death, especially the former and more beautiful of the two, on which is the inscription, " Mors vivis salus." A medal of J. B. Morgagni (by T. Mercandetti, of Rome) has the inscription, " Saluti scientia," referring to his necropsy work.
The equally beautiful Fothergillian medal of the Royal Humane Society, London, may likewise be mentioned in this connexion, since a specimen struck in gold, now in the British Museum, was awarded in
